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THE FIGHT

A PRACTICAL HANDBOOK FOR CHRISTIAN LIVING
There is joy and triumph in the Christian life. But victory
often comes through struggle. John White knows
this tension well, and he gives us encouragement to
persevere.
The Fight is an accessible, classic guide to the basics
of Christian living: faith, prayer, temptation, evangelism,
guidance, Bible study, interpersonal relationships, and
work. Beginning with an exploration of what happens
at conversion, White offers refreshing insights into
the challenges and joys of freedom in Christ that will
benefit both new and experienced Christians. Along
with numerous stories from White’s own journey of faith,
each chapter includes suggested Bible study passages
and questions.
Now redesigned as part of the IVP Signature Collection
and with a new foreword by Tom Lin, The Fight has for
more than forty years served as a powerful resource to
help thousands of Christians fight the good fight of faith.
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IVP Signature Collection edition includes new foreword
by InterVarsity president Tom Lin
Each chapter concludes with practical suggestions or
a Bible passage to study
Over 300,000 copies sold since original release

“More than just offering practical counsel, [White] acknowledged
the struggle of the Christian life. He knew it was a fight against
the powers of darkness. He knew it was a battle. And he trusted
Christ would be victorious. . . . I did not know how desperately I
needed this book when my Bible study leader handed it to me,
but I understand now. I continue to rely on the foundations
that The Fight taught me, turning to Scripture, prayer, and the
church body as the battles come. I continue to wake up each
morning trying to live for Christ and to become more like him.”
T O M L I N , from the foreword

J O H N W H I T E (1924–2002) was the
author of twenty-five books, including
Daring to Draw Near, Excellence in
Leadership, and The Cost of Commitment.
He served as a medical missionary, a
professor of psychiatry at the University of
Manitoba, and a church planter and leader
in the Vineyard Church movement. A much
sought-after speaker, he lectured around
the world at churches, conferences, and
leadership events.

